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The value of an idea lies in the 
using of it.

-Thomas Edison
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Presently, digitalisation in power sector primarily
being driven by Advance Metering Infrastructure
(AMI). The importance of AMI & role of smart meters
is well known in efficiencies improvements as well as
in customer engagement. Smart meters are paving the
way forward to a new smarter model for energy
delivery as well smart end use.

The AMI is not only limited to smart meters, but it also
entails integrated communication system and backend
applications like meter network management, meter
data management and load control, CIS & e-portals,
outage management system, home network devices.

Technology disruptions are transforming grid to
intelligent energy network. New grid is highly
instrumented, interconnected, and intelligent
resulting in technology driven Infrastructure.

With so many complex systems being networked
together, issues of standardisation are in the minds of
people working on building AMI infrastructure. The
systems must be able to exchange data seamlessly
and subsequently present that data such that it can be
understood by a user.

Decoupling of communication technology from meters
will streamline the choice of communication
technology (Cellular, RF, PLC) during deploying.
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This will also reduce the risk of obsolescence and align
adoption of the evolving communication technologies
like NBIoT, Cat M1, etc.

Standardization of interfaces for Head End Systems
(HES) and Meter Data Managements System (MDMS)
and with upstream system will streamline application-
level Integration efforts. It will also reduce complexity
for various AMI use cases, workflow automation and
data exchange models meeting requirements of IS
15959, IS16444 from each system.

AMI has shifted the control to the end-user and at the
same time Intelligence being shifted to millions of end
devices. This has increased attack surface and threat
vector exponentially on account of security. Security
breaches are a real and imminent threat. Deployment
of large number of AMI elements, require an
appropriate level of security definitions. End to end
security controls and techniques must be the inherent
part of the AMI deployments with features like
layered security and ability for futuristic updates of
edge devices by OTA upgrades.

In this regard, the K-Xchange provides a good
platform to share our experiences on sector dynamics
including but not limited to smart metering,
communication technologies, power sector and
pursuit of IntelliSmart in contributing to the
digitalization of the sector.

This newsletter is an enabler of our vision of creating
a digitalized & resilient power sector by disseminating
regular sector updates and a firsthand experience of
driving largest smart metering program in India.

I wish all success in their endeavors for the K-Xchange
team that is dedicated in enabling the vision.



OUR NEW CORPORATE OFFICE AT GURUGRAM

The corporate office of IntelliSmart at Unitech Business Park, Gurugram was inaugurated on 22nd July 2021 by
Chairman EESL Group, EVC, EESL Group and CEO, IntelliSmart in presence of EESL leadership team and
IntelliSmart family.

Mr. Rajeev Sharma, Chairman, EESL Group during his
inaugural address had expressed his rejoice on
establishing IntelliSmart at the right course of time.
“He lauded that IntelliSmart will act as key enabler of
the smart metering program being run by Central
Government He Said “I wish all the best to the entire
IntelliSmart team led by CEO, Mr. Anil Rawal. I am
confident that this team will achieve great heights”.

Mr. Saurabh Kumar, EVC, EESL Group during his
inaugural address had highlighted that this team has
an opportunity to create an impact on the nation. He
said “While the organization may look small today, but
the impact firm is expected to create will far exceed
what everybody else combined does. I congratulate to
the entire team of IntelliSmart for the new office and
wish for many such office opening in the future.
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NEWS UPDATES (07.07.21 to 31.07.21)

DISCOM to apply for central grant by end of calendar year 2021 (Date:
31.07.2021)
DISCOMs are required to submit detailed project reports (DPRs)
highlighting their plan to reduce their operational losses to avail of
funding. The Centre's aid for DISCOM is aimed at creating system where
the entire electricity distribution system is controlled by artificial
intelligence.
Source: The Indian Express and Financial Express

Bihar planning to install prepaid smart meters in all households in next
3 years (Date: 31.07.2021)
Energy Minister Bijendra Prasad Yadav said that there is a plan to install
pre-paid electricity smart meters in all the houses across Bihar, in the
first phase, 3.3 lakh meters are being installed.
Source: Dainik Bhaskar

Privatization of UT DISCOM on track as per Government sources (Date:
31.07.2021)
Financial bids for the Chandigarh DISCOM will pe opened next week.
Torrent Power, ReNew Power, Adani Group, NTPC Ltd, Tata Power, and
Sterlite Power have bid to acquire the Chandigarh DISCOM.
Source: Mint

Power tariff unchanged for third consecutive year in UP (Date:
30.07.2021)
UPERC has clarified that expenditure on smart meters will not be passed
on to the consumers. Similar Tariff slabs to be continued for all the
consumer categories in all five DISCOMs of UP.
Source: Times of India and The Pioneer

Govt earmarks Rs 22,500 crore for smart prepaid meters under

Revamped DISCOM scheme (Date: 23.07.2021)
The total outlay for smart metering under the scheme is Rs 1.5 lakh
crore, of which the Centre will provide Rs 900 per meter. States able to
install smart prepaid meters before December 2023 will also be eligible
for an additional incentive of Rs 450 per meter.
Source: Financial Express

Maharashtra state DISCOM to initiate trial run of smart meters (Date:

21.07.2021)

Energy Minister of Maharashtra stated to install smart meters at homes

of domestic consumers in major cities like Pune, Mumbai, Nagpur and

Aurangbad on an experimental basis to find out the results.
Source: The Indian Express
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OTHER UPDATES:

➢ NTPC offers to sell power directly 
to supply power from its spare 
generation capacity to corporates 
and Industrial consumers through 
open access mode.

➢ BSES has planned to meet 50% of 
power needs through green 
energy sources by 2024.

➢ Barring farmers, all other 
electricity consumers in Uttar 
Pradesh, like in most other states, 
will necessarily have prepaid 
smart meters on their premises in 
next two-three years.

➢ Indian Oil to build India's first 
green hydrogen plant at Mathura 
refinery

➢ Union Power Minister and 
Minister of State for Power 
release a report on Key 
Regulatory Parameters of Power 
Utilities as part of Azadi ka Amrit 
Mahotsav

➢ In a bid to reduce the state’s 
carbon footprint, the Goa 
government has decided to 
provide subsidies to 11,000 
electric vehicles every year for a 
period of five years.

➢ India and Morocco planning to 
develop joint projects in the 
energy sector with great 
opportunities in renewable 
energy projects.

➢ Govt plans to shift public 
transport, logistics to clean 
energy source.



COVER STORY- EVOLUTION OF PREPAY SYSTEM, 
BY GAUTUM KUMAR (Vol-I)
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The energy meters form a vital link between the
DISCOMS and the consumers. Meters have been
treated by utilities as the cash register. The current
process of ‘Collection-post-Usage- Postpaid’ is heavily
manpower intensive with several avenues for error.
With prepayment metering system, electricity can be
purchased like any other product- “pay as you go”,
when it is desired, at a place of convenience and
within available budget.

Prepayment metering systems can help collect
revenue up front and at the same time, help build
customer confidence due to transparency of the
system- in fact as the “meter” now reads “Rupees”
instead of “kWh” which customers can easily
understand.

Rudimentary prepayment systems existed since early
1920’s. In the last 4 or 5 years with the advent of AMI
technology and its application have fulfilled the gaps
for the smart prepayment solution.

The Coin operated technology, which was used
initially, has now become obsolete while magnetic
cards & smart cards require expensive hardware in
the meters. At the same time these meters are very
much susceptible to tamper. The key based system
needs complex code encryption and vending system.
And credit is only available from certain outlets.

AMI driven networked Smart Prepay system has the
business logic fully residing at the backend with only a
disconnecting device in the meter. It takes away a lot
of computational complexities of legacy prepayment
systems. The entire tariff computation can reside at
the backend and meters can remotely disconnect.
Smart prepay system will facilitate in lowering the
operational cost, improve operational agility and
innovation leading to faster market liberalization
towards retail contestability.

It is critical to ensure easier monitoring of credit
balance for consumer and reduce the chances of
them inadvertently spent all their credit. In addition
to multiple payment options Credit balances and their
predicted duration had the potential to reinforce
customer appreciation of the cost of their energy and,
for those motivated to lower their spend, encourage
them to think about ways of reducing their bills.

Benefits to Consumers
• Prevent running up large, unexpected bills
• Luxury to change rate plan like Time of Use 

billing, Critical Peak Pricing 

Benefits to other Stakeholders

• Lesser requirement of resource gap funding 
from State/ Center Government

• Better demand planning with timely data

Benefits to Utility
• Improved cashflow to utility with upfront 

payment
• Reduced manual intervention and billing 

errors

Gautam Kumar is CTO at Intellismart with diversified
cross functional experience of 28 years in domain
centric Technology Solutioning and Project Delivery
for IoT and Smart Metering, Enterprise Business
Application from integration through to deployment.

About the author-
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Key Development Under Smart Meter Programme - June 2021

➢ ~78 Lakh of Existing Project

➢ ~17.69 Lakh meters installed till

31st July 2021.

➢ Uttar Pradesh has achieved over

98% bill reads in HES/MDM in July

2021.

➢ Received first payment from Bihar

Discom.

➢ UAT initiated in NDMC.

➢ SQTC audit completed in Uttar

Pradesh, all 6 IT security and

system security reports submitted

to Discom.

➢ Rajasthan MI ramped up, over

30,000 MI in AVVNL and JdVVNL

till July 2021.

➢ ~10,000 no. of meters converted

to prepaid in KESCO, Kanpur

Haryana
2.9/10

NDMC

Rajasthan

A&N

Bihar

UP

0.60/0.64 

0.29/2.9 

11.5/40 

1.85/23.5 

0.52/0.76 
Achievement/ Target 

Legend:

New Team Members and Recognitions

Shamsher Mohammed
Field Operations 
Engineer, Bihar
DOJ: 13th July 2021

Shashi Kant Singh 
Field Operations 
Engineer, Bihar
DOJ: 13th July 2021

Bikranjan Kumar 
Field Operations 
Engineer, Bihar
DOJ: 15th July 2021

Nikhil Vyas
Field Operations 
Engineer, Rajasthan
DOJ: 28th July 2021

Manish Jha
City In Charge-

Firozabad

Team of the Month, June 2021 
DVVNL – Uttar Pradesh

Birendra Kr. Singh
Discom Manager 

Agra

Ankush Singh
City In Charge-

Mathura

Winner of Spot Awards, June 2021 

Nitin Rai, IT officer-
Panchkula, Haryana

Maheswari Padhy,
Reporting & Ops, Patna
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Prateek Srivastava,
Reporting & Ops, Patna

Rishab Chander, 
Field Operations Engineer,
Port Blair

Shashank Singh
Operations Head -
Karnal, Haryana

Parveen Kumar, 
O&M Executive Gurugram



Disclaimer
This material has been prepared by Intellismart and contains proprietary and confidential information. This
material may contain information sourced from publicly available information or other third-party sources.
Intellismart does not independently verify any such sources and is not responsible for any loss whatsoever
caused due to reliance placed on information sourced from such sources. The information contained in this
material is intended solely for you. Any disclosure, copying or further distribution of this material or its contents
is strictly prohibited.

Happy to hear from you….
Newsletter is meant to share updates, case studies, success stories and experiences with various stakeholders
on a regular basis. For any suggestions/queries, please write us to -

Anupam Shrivastava
Head- BD and Policy Advocacy
anupam.shrivastava@intellismartinfra.in
+91- 8978885593

Rishi Singh 
Manager- BD and Policy Advocacy
rishi.singh@intellismartinfra.in
+91- 9643265025

IntelliSmart
IntelliSmart is a joint venture company of EESL (Energy Efficiency Services Limited, A Joint venture of PSUs of
Ministry of Power, Government of India) along with NIIF (National Investment and Infrastructure Fund, a
Government of India backed fund). It is responsible for enabling implementation of Smart meters across the
country. The focus of IntelliSmart is to drive efficiencies for DISCOMs, improve revenue management, increase
billing efficiency and consumer satisfaction. With our vision of creating a digitalized & resilient power sector,
through innovative technological solutions, IntelliSmart Infra is well placed to determine future of
infrastructure.

Website 

https://intellismartinfra.in/

LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/company/i
ntellismart/

Twitter
@Intelli_Smart

Email
newsletter@intellismartinfra.in

Solve this Riddle.. 

I am a five-letter 
word, identify me!!

Send us your answers at 
newsletter@intellismartinfra.in

What always runs but never walks

Often murmurs but never talks

Has a bed but never sleeps

Has a mouth but never eats
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Last Riddle Correct 
Answer: “Coimbatore”

Respondents..

Karun Khanna

Smriti Srivastava

Ashish Singh

Sidhant Prabhakar

Arushi Singh

Anil Garg


